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+is study is aimed at the authentication problem between the node’s public key and the node in the sensor network of the Internet
of +ings(IoT). As well as the sensor node key distribution needs to verify trusted nodes, resulting in a lot of storage and
computational overhead problems. A routing-driven key management scheme for the IoT based on identification certificate
authentication system is proposed. +e scheme takes the identification key pair of the node as the verification key to verify the
random key pair generated by the node to ensure that the whole process does not need the intervention of a trusted third party;
random key pairs are generated by nodes independently to ensure that each sensor node has different keys. When a node is
broken, it will not cause damage to other nodes. At the same time, the shared key is only established for adjacent sensor nodes that
communicate with each other to ensure the security and lightweight storage overhead of the sensor nodes. +e experimental
analysis shows that the scheme can provide better security, can effectively reduce sensor nodes’ storage space and energy
consumption, and has higher advantages in safety and performance.

1. Introduction

+e mobile IoT is an important part of the new infra-
structure. Promoting the innovative development of the
mobile IoT will help accelerate the digital transformation of
traditional industries and further support the construction
of manufacturing power and network power. Applying the
technology of the Internet of +ings to the construction of
smart cities will help improve the urban structure and en-
hance the city’s comprehensive service level [1].+e essential
thing for building a smart city is the sensor network (HSN),
composed of different types of sensor nodes as the sensing
layer of the IoT. Ensuring safe communication between
sensor nodes is a priority issue for the IoT [2].+erefore, key
management aiming to provide secure and reliable com-
munication is the most critical and essential content of IoT
security research [3]. +e research on key management
based on wireless sensor networks has achieved many results
in traditional networks. However, due to the limited re-
sources of IoTnodes, lack of infrastructure support, and the
vulnerability of deployment environments, many existing

research results (Such as PKI/CA technology) cannot be
directly applied [4].

In recent years, the proposed key management scheme
has been mainly based on the public key cryptosystem
authentication method. Its core solution lets each node share
a key with its neighboring nodes to achieve secure com-
munication [5]. Choi et al. [6] proposed an encryption
strategy based on geographic location information that only
relies on node location information. +e strategy does not
need to know the specific deployment information of the
node and considers the attack situation inside and outside
the node but does not consider the problem of node identity
authentication, resulting in poor security. Zhang et al. [7]
and others proposed a lightweight asymmetric group key
agreement protocol between clusters, which established a
secure and efficient group communication channel for
sensor nodes between clusters. Elhoseny [8] et al. proposed a
key management scheme of elliptic curve cryptography
algorithm and homomorphic encryption algorithm based on
asymmetric public key cryptosystem, which reduced the cost
of communication, memory, and energy. Alappatt and
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Prathap [9] mixed Diffie-Hellman key exchange and Elliptic
Curve Cryptography (ECC) methods so that each cluster
head in the cluster keeps the public key of its corresponding
member node and only acts as a router. Mesmoudi et al. [10]
proposed a dynamic key management scheme for HSN to
ensure the scalability and flexibility of the network.

From the above key management scheme analysis, it can
be seen that in the public key cryptosystem, the binding
between the public key and the node is mainly based on
certificate authentication and identity authentication.
However, there are still some defects in these two authen-
ticationmethods: the node public key (PK) has nothing to do
with the node identification in certificate authentication; it
needs to be proved by a trusted third party [11]. In identity
authentication, the node key is entirely generated by the Key
Management Center (KMC), and the node has no complete
control over its private key (SK). Furthermore, in the HSN
network, to ensure the connectivity of the whole IoT, each
node needs to store a sizeable key pool, resulting in colossal
storage and computing pressure. Especially when the sensor
network is connected to other external networks (including
the Internet), it is easy to be attacked by external networks.
Once the attacker obtains the information of the key pool
from the captured node, the entire network’s security may
collapse.

+is paper aims at the defects of the public key au-
thentication way of sensor nodes in the existing key man-
agement schemes and the fragile security and limited
resources of sensor nodes in IoT networks. Combined with
the identification-based certificate authentication scheme
CFL (C, F, and L are the first letters of the last name of three
inventors, Chen Huaping, Fan Xiubin, and Lv Shuwang), a
route-driven key management scheme based on CFL is
analyzed and constructed. +e scheme only establishes the
shared key for the adjacent sensor nodes that may com-
municate with each other and uses the CFL authentication
system to select the shared key. +e identification key pair of
the node is used as the verification key pair to verify the
random key pair generated by the node. At the same time,
the random key pair makes each sensor node have different
keys. When a node is broken, it will not cause damage to
other nodes. +e whole process does not need the inter-
vention of a trusted third party to ensure the security and
lightweight storage overhead of the sensor node. An efficient
and trusted scheme is proposed to solve the security
problems of authentication and communication of node and
public key binding in the IoT.

2. Preliminaries

2.1. Identity-Based Certificate Authentication System CFL.
CFL is a new identification-based authentication system,
which combines certificate authentication and identity au-
thentication. +e CFL certification system was first intro-
duced in 2011 and approved by the National Password
Administration in 2016 [12, 13]. +is scheme combines
Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) and Identity-based Cryp-
tography (IBC) authentication schemes to overcome the
shortcomings of the existing authentication schemes,

making this algorithm a self-authentication authentication
algorithm. It achieves centralized key management and
guarantees the user’s ownership of the random private key. It
can meet the security needs of users in public networks to
protect their privacy.

+e basic key pair of this scheme consists of an identity
key pair and random key pair. User ID generates identity key
pair as certificate signature and verification key pair and
provides certificate signature and verification for user-
generated random key pair. A certificate authentication
system with a self-certification function is formed, and the
whole verification process does not require the intervention
of trusted third parties. +e specific steps shown in Figure 1
include the following:

(1) User

① Generate real identity ID and generate a random
set of public and private key pairs (RAPK, RASK)
according to the selected working password
algorithm.

② Submit the user identity ID and the self-gener-
ated random public key RAPK to the Key
Management Center (KMC).+e KMC is a credit
endorsement that certifies that the ID and sig-
nature are generated by a trusted institution.

(2) Key Management Center (KMC)

③ KMC reviews the submitted identification ID to
ensure its authenticity and uniqueness

④ Generate an identification key pair (IDPK, IDSK)
according to the submitted information

⑤ Use IDSK as the key to sign the certificate with
RAPK as the core content and issue the signed
certificate to the user

(3) Public side

⑥ Use IDPK as the public key of the verification al-
gorithm to verify the signed certificate. If the veri-
fication is correct, the certificate is passed; otherwise,
it is not passed.

2.2. Route-Driven Key Management Scheme. In addition to
many ordinary sensor nodes (L-Sensors), there are also some
special wireless communication devices (H-Sensors) with
strong storage and computing power. HSN uses the many-
to-one communication mode in the IoT to divide the sensor
nodes into several clusters through a clustering algorithm.
Each cluster contains a high-energy node and multiple
ordinary nodes (shown in Figure 2). Among them, the high-
energy node, also known as the cluster head, is responsible
for controlling the normal operation of a cluster [14]. +e L
sensing node is responsible for collecting information from
the surrounding environment and sending the collected
information to the H sensing node through multihop
communication [15]. Each sensor node transmits the data to
the cluster head node in the cluster. After data fusion, the
cluster head node uses multihop communication to send the
data to the sink node (sink).
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In reality, sensor nodes of many-to-one trafficmode only
communicate with a small number of adjacent nodes on the
transmission path [16], which means nodes do not need to
communicate with all neighbors.+erefore, the route-driven
key management scheme [17] only sets the shared key for
each sensor node and the first adjacent node in the path
where its data reaches the receiving node; it is unnecessary to
establish the shared key for each neighbor sensor node.
When the sensor node sends a packet to the cluster head, the
packet will be forwarded by other sensor nodes in the cluster.
+e intracluster routing scheme determines the node
through which the packet needs to pass from the sensor node
to its cluster head by making all sensor nodes form a
minimum spanning tree (MST) or shortest path tree (SPT)
with the cluster head as the root. In order to construct the
routing structure, the cluster headfirst needs to obtain the
location information of each sensor node. +en the cluster

head uses a centralized algorithm to construct the spanning
tree according to the relative location of each sensor node.
After the routing information is determined, the cluster head
uses one or more broadcasts to propagate the routing
structure (parent-child relationship) to all sensor nodes.

After the routing structure is determined, the cluster
head encrypts the shared key (Symmetric Cipher) between
the parent and child nodes through the elliptic curve al-
gorithm (ECC). It sends the key information to the corre-
sponding node. After receiving the message, the node
decrypts it to obtain the shared key between itself and its
neighbor nodes. It uses the shared key to establish secure
communication between adjacent nodes. Each sensor node
communicates with only a small part of its neighboring
nodes in this scheme, which greatly reduces the commu-
nication and computing overhead of key settings. At the
same time, the symmetric cryptographic algorithm is used as
the shared key between adjacent nodes, which reduces the
storage requirements of each sensor node. But corre-
spondingly, because nodes are deployed in dangerous en-
vironments, the security of node information cannot be
guaranteed.

3. CFL-Based Routing-Driven Key
Management Scheme

In this section, a key management scheme for HSN is
proposed. +e scheme uses the CFL authentication system
andmany to one communicationmode in the HSN network,
called route-driven IoT key management scheme based on
CFL.

3.1. Scenario Assumptions. In order to focus the research on
the algorithm design of route driven key management
scheme based on CFL, the paper makes the following
assumptions:

(1) +e L-sensor and H-sensor nodes are evenly and
randomly distributed in the network.

(2) +e network is a two-dimensional plane. After the
sensor nodes are deployed, an efficient clustering
algorithm is used in HSN to form a cluster [18]. Each
L-sensor node selects the closest H-sensor node as
the cluster head (unless there are obstacles between
them). After the cluster is formed, the HSN is divided
into multiple clusters, in which the H-sensor node
acts as the cluster head to form the backbone of the
HSN network.

(3) Each H-sensor node can communicate directly with
adjacent H-sensor nodes (if not, the H-sensor node
relays through the L-sensor node [19]).

(4) Each L-sensor and H-sensor node has a unique node
ID and knows its location.

3.2. Routing Structure of HSN. When the hierarchical net-
work architecture in HSN is formed, the routing in HSN
includes two stages:

Start

Random key
pair and user ID

Generate CFL certificate
based on random public

key and node ID

Send certificate to KMC

Certificate is
correct

KMC Verify Certificate
Correctness

Generate Identity Key
Pair

Identity Private Key
Signs Certificate and

Sends to User

End

Y

N

Figure 1: Authentication steps based on CFL.

Cluster head
Sensor node
Sink

Figure 2: Heterogeneous IoT structure.
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(1) Intracluster routing: each L-sensor node sends the
collected data to its cluster head (H-sensor node)

(2) Intercluster routing: each cluster head integrates the
data from multiple L-sensor nodes and sends the
data to the receiving node through the network
backbone

When the L-sensor node sends a packet to its cluster, the
packet will be forwarded by other L-sensor nodes in the
cluster. +e routing structure in the cluster determines the
node through which the packet passes when the L-sensor
node transmits the packet to its cluster head. +e basic idea
of establishing the routing structure in the cluster is to make
all l sensing nodes in the cluster form a tree with the cluster
head as the root.

In this model, adjacent sensor nodes in the same cluster
generate the same data structure (all packets generated by
adjacent sensor nodes are k-bit), which is shown in the
literature [20]:

(1) +e MST consumes the least total energy in the
cluster when the intermediate node performs a
complete data fusion (i.e., two k-bit packets that
become one k-bit packet) during data forwarding.

(2) If there are no data fusion in the cluster, the shortest
path tree (SPT) consumes the least total energy.

(3) For partial data fusion, finding the tree with the least
total energy consumption is an NP-complete
problem. +erefore, MST is used to construct the
routing structure in this paper.

In order to build MST, each L-sensor node sends lo-
cation information to the cluster header H and then con-
structs a routing structure based on the relative location of
each L-sensor node. When the MST construction is com-
plete, the cluster header uses broadcasting to send the tree
structure (parent-child relationship between L-sensor
nodes) to all L-sensor nodes. It is important to note that
broadcasts from cluster headers need to be authenticated
[21] to avoid malicious broadcasts by attackers that can
disrupt the dissemination of routing information. Au-
thentication of broadcasting identity will be discussed in the
next section.

Because L-sensor nodes are small, easily captured, un-
reliable devices, and may time out and fail [22], MSTor SPT
algorithms will find multiple parent nodes for each L-sensor
node when determining the routing structure. A parent node
acts as the primary parent node, while other parent nodes act
as the standby parent node. When the primary parent node
fails, the L-sensor node uses the standby parent node for
routing without crashing the entire communication network
due to a failure of one node. Once the routing structure is
determined, each L-sensor node only needs to establish a
shared key with its parent and child nodes.

3.3. Key Distribution. In this section, we describe a shared
key distribution scheme between adjacent sensor nodes
based on CFL. +e basic cryptographic algorithms for
random key pairs can choose exponential product public-

key cryptography, elliptic curve cryptography ECC, or RSA
algorithms. In this section, only SM2- and SM3-based key
management schemes are introduced, and the process is
described as follows:

(1) +e L-sensor node generates a set of random keys
(RASK, RAPK) based on a previously selected
working password algorithm.

(2) After the cluster head selection is completed, the
L-sensor node u (Lu) sends the random public key
RAPKu and node information identification IDu to
the cluster head, which is designated as
ID1 �RAPKu||IDu. At the same time, since the lo-
cation of the cluster head is known to all common
sensor nodes in the cluster during cluster formation,
the greedy geographic routing protocol [23] ensures
that the information is forwarded to the cluster head.

(3) When the cluster head receives the information from
the L-node, it calculates h�H(IDi)� {h0, h1, . . .,
ht− 1}, hi: {i� 0,1, . . ., t− 1} to get the control in-
formation h from the input of the control function.
Where H uses the password hash function SM3, the
output is N� 256 bits, and N� st is set, s is the key
length andmeets s│N.+e cluster head calculates the
multilinear control function according to h as
follows:

fh(SKB) � fh(sk0, sk1, . . . , sk2s − 1 � IDSK). (1)

Generate node identity private key(IDSK). SKB is the
private key base, and the generation method is as
follows: make m the period of base point P in SM2,
cluster head randomly selects ski ∈Zm�Z/mZ,
i� 0,1,. . .,t2s− 1, and the two are not equal to each
other to get the private key base:

SKB � sk0, sk1, . . . skt2s−1( . (2)

(4) +e cluster head constructs an MST based on the
location information of the L node and centralized
MSTalgorithm to get the Lv of the parent node of Lu.
+en use the signature algorithm SIGN, with IDSK
as the key, to sign the contents of the certificate,
which is recorded as signu � SIGNIDSK(IDu||
RAPKu||v (parent node of u)|| RAP Kv, send the
signed certificate signu to Lu.

(5) After obtaining the certificate signu, Lu inputs ID1
into the cryptographic hash function SM3 to obtain
the control information h input by the multilinear
control function. According to h and the public key
generator, it is transformed by the following mul-
tilinear function:

fh(ID, PBK) � fh pk0, pk1, . . . , pkt2s−1(  � IDPK. (3)

PKB is the public key generator, PKB�(pk0,
pk1,. . .,pkt2s− 1), and pki � ski·Pmod E, gets the public
key base. Generate the identity public key IDPKu,
and use IDPKu as the public key of the verification
algorithm to verify the signed certificate.
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(6) After the verification is correct, the certificate is
passed. Lu uses the public key RAP Kv of the parent
node Lv to communicate with Lv.

+e pseudo-code of key distribution algorithm is shown
in Algorithms 1–3.

3.4. Key Revocation

3.4.1. Cluster Member Revocation. When the L-sensor node
in the cluster is destroyed, it is necessary to revoke all keys
about the L-sensor node and update the routing structure
about the node. When the cluster head node detects that the
node is damaged, the cluster head node determines
according to the position of the damaged node in the routing
structure:

(1) When the node to be revoked is a leaf node, only one
revocation information needs to be sent to its parent
node

(2) When the node to be revoked is the parent node, and
its child node has a standby parent node, send the
revocation information to the parent node and child
node of the damaged node, and use the standby
parent node for communication in the next
communication

(3) When the node to be revoked is the parent node, and
its child node has no standby parent node, the cluster
head needs to re-establish the route for the child
node of the damaged node and pass the revocation
information and the new routing structure to the
child node

+e revocation message contains the key list to be re-
voked (symmetric key for communication between nodes).
+e key list is signed with the identification private key
IDSK(expressed as sign), and the sign is appended to the key
list. Each L-sensor node has a separate identification pub-
lic–private key pair. +erefore, when the L-sensor node
receives the revocation message, it verifies the digital sig-
nature through the identification public key IDPK to check
the integrity and authenticity of the message. It can effec-
tively prevent the opponent from sending false revocation
messages.

3.4.2. Cluster Member Revocation. Like cluster members,
cluster heads are also hostile and need to be adjusted when
they are captured or damaged. When the base station detects
that the cluster head is captured or damaged, it queries all the
node information in the cluster based on the identity of the
cluster. It broadcasts the updated information to all the
nodes in the cluster. After receiving the updated informa-
tion, the cluster members delete the existing key pairs and
query the nearest cluster head information except for the
original cluster head, apply to join the cluster, redistribute
the key, and form the IoTnetwork with the new cluster head.

4. Experiment and Analysis

4.1. Safety Analysis

Theorem 1. CFL is a computationally difficult and provable
security scheme.

Prove. +e working private key of the CFL system user and
the signature private key generation meta-set of the CFL
Certificate Generation Center are independent of each other.
Only the random public key of the L node and the signature
verification public key generation meta-set of the H node are
published in the key work phase. +erefore, in theory, the
attacker’s attack on the original set of the signature private
key generated by the certificate generation center and the
working private key of the CFL user is transformed into a
corresponding mathematical problem.

Theorem 2. If the adversary breaks through a cluster
member and obtains the random private key and signature
public key of the node, it does not affect the private key of other
cluster members and the private key generation meta set of the
cluster head.

Prove. Probability Turing Machine TM (M, ) given
polynomial time, where M is signature information, E is a
signature random variable, andM,  is independent of each
other, (M, ) induces random variable (H,M, ), whereH is
a Hash function; then,

∀h, σ,Pr((H(M),Σ) � (h, σ)) �
1
22n

. (4)

In the CFL certification system, ∀h makes

Pr((H(M),Σ) � (h, σ)) �

1
2n, SignCFL(h) � σ

0， else

, Pr((H(M),Σ) � (h, σ)) − Pr H(M),Σ′(  � (h, σ)( 


≤
1
2n.

⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩
(5)

So in polynomial time,


|(h,σ)|< nc

Pr((H(M),Σ) � (h, σ)) − Pr (H(M),Σ′(  � (h, σ)


≤
n

c

2n. (6)
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Let the set of nodes be U; if ∀u1, u2 ∈ U, and u1 ≠ u2,

P RASKu1
� RASKu2

 < ε. (7)

+e node private key satisfies one-node-one-secret if
ε⟶ 0.

+us, when SM2 and SM3 satisfy random predictors, the
CFL certification system based on SM2 and SM3 satisfies
statistical zero-knowledge. +e random keys of the cluster
members and the signature verification cipher algorithm of
the cluster head satisfy “one-node-one-secret” in use [24].
When an attacker gets the key pair information of a node,
the adversary can get the key length s of the node to guess the
keys of other nodes with a guess space of 2s. Only when an
attacker obtains the signature private key of t2s nodes can the
private key generation meta set of the cluster head node be
obtained. However, the cost of obtaining a token private key
from a token public key is enormous, and the difficulty of
obtaining t2s token private keys is not calculable under
current computing conditions.

Theorem 3. In this scheme, the adversary cannot break the
entire key system by intercepting the cluster head.

Prove. If the adversary captures a cluster head, the base
station can detect and broadcast the revocation message of
the cluster head. All cluster members of the original cluster
head delete the random key and flag key pairs used for
communication within the existing cluster, find the closest H
node except the original cluster head and apply to become a
member within the cluster. +e routing structure and node
key of the original cluster head are invalid. When a cluster
member joins a new cluster, his leaf node key is modified, so
the adversary cannot obtain the communication key of the
newly joined cluster.

+e three theorems in this section prove that the key
leakage of a single node in the system does not affect the
security of other nodes and the whole system. It shows that
the scheme has high antinode acquisition ability and security
and ensures the security of cluster heads and cluster
members in the adversary environment.

4.2. Performance Analysis. Because most sensor nodes have
limited resources, in addition to security, the storage re-
quirements, connectivity, computation, and energy con-
sumption of the key management algorithm are important

(1) IF L-Node U applies for registration THEN
(2) Upload U identity information
(3) IF Authentication pass THEN
(4) RAPKu, PASKu←Generate
(5) IDu←Node ID
(6) ID1←RAPKu||IDu
(7) H-Node H← ID1
(8) END IF
(9) END IF

ALGORITHM 1: Node operation algorithm.

(1) MST ←Generate
(2) //Generate MST according to node location information
(3) Lv←Generate
(4) //Generate parent node of Lu according to MST
(5) IDSK← fh (SKB)
(6) //SKB� (sk0, sk1,. . .,skt2s-1); h�H(IDi)� {h0, h1, . . ., ht− 1}
(7) signu← SIGNIDSK(IDu|| RAPKu||(v(parent node of u)||RAP Kv)
(8) Lu← signu

ALGORITHM 2: Cluster head operation algorithm.

(1) IDPK← fh (ID, PBK) //PKB� (pk0, pk1,. . .,pkt2s− 1), pki � ski P mod E
(2) IF VERIFYIDPK (signu)�TRUE
(3) Lu and Lv use RAPKv to communicate
(4) ELSE
(5) Abandon signu
(6) End IF

ALGORITHM 3: Node operation algorithm.
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indicators to measure the performance of the protocol [5].
+is paper compares the key management scheme used in
wireless sensor networks with this scheme. Table 1 lists the
comparison results between this scheme and the comparable
key management scheme in terms of storage requirements,
computational complexity, and connectivity.

Assume that the number of H-sensors and L-sensors in
observation area isM and N, respectively. Typically, we have
M<<N. In the CFL-based key management protocol for the
IoT, the H-sensors store the node information certificates
IDL �RAPKL||IDL of all nodes in the cluster (including the
random public key RAPKL and the node information
identification IDL), the L-sensors store the self-generated
random private key RASKL and the identification public key
IDPKL and the random key RAP Kv of the parent node
required to communicate with neighbor nodes, so the
storage requirements for this solution are

M∗N + 3N. (8)

In the ECC-based key management scheme [17],
H-sensors need to preload the public keys of all L-sensors, a
pair of their public and private keys, and a deployment key
KH; L-sensors need to preload its private key and H’s public
key, so the total number of keys preloaded by ECC-based key
management scheme is

M∗ (N + 3) + 2N � (M + 2)N + 3M. (9)

In scheme [7], H-sensors need to store intercluster
Federation key, node information (session key identity,
partner identity, group session key pair), and intracluster
node information. In contrast, L-sensors only need to store
their node information. +e required storage space is

5M + MN + 4N � (M + 4)N + 5M. (10)

Figure 3 shows that the schema [7] requires the highest
storage space. Scheme [17] requires very close storage space
with the same number of nodes, but its key generation still
needs the key management center, and the node does not
have full control over the private key.

From the energy consumption of the protocol, this paper
quantifies the total energy consumed by the key manage-
ment scheme to the sum of the calculation and commu-
nication consumption of the group members in the
negotiation process, which is general. According to the data
provided in [25], the energy consumption of a 133MHz
“Strong ARM” microprocessor for computing and com-
munication is shown in Table 2:

Since the security of the 160-bit ECC encryption algo-
rithm is comparable to that of 1024-bit RSA and DSA

encryption algorithm [26], it is assumed that the single
information quantity of key management algorithm based
on elliptic curve encryption scheme is |G1| � 160 bit. +en
the total energy consumption analysis is shown in Figure 4.
+e total energy consumption of the scheme [7] increases
rapidly with the increase of the number of nodes; +e
scheme in this paper has a significant advantage over the
scheme [17] in terms of total energy consumption.

Table 1: Algorithm complexity analysis.

Protocol Storage space Connectivity Tate pairing Length of message sent Length of message received
[7] (M+4)N+ 5M 1 5 4|G1| (N + 4)|G1|

[17] (M+2)N+ 3M 1 2 2|G1| 3|G1|

Ours M∗N＋ 3N 1 1 3|G1| 4|G1|

Storage space indicates the capacity required by the sensor to store keys. Connectivity represents the connection efficiency of sensors in different protocols.
Tate pairing refers to bilinear pairing during key generation.
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Table 2: Energy cost for computation and communication.

Type of communication Energy cost/mJ
Computation cost of tate pairing 47.0
Communication cost for sending 1bit 0.66 × 10− 3
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Moreover, this scheme has fewer storage requirements,
greater flexibility, and higher security.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

+is paper combines identity-based certificate authentica-
tion system CFL with heterogeneous sensor networks. It
proposes a new routing-driven key management scheme
based on CFL to solve the problems faced by current het-
erogeneous IoT key management. It effectively solves the
authentication and communication between the nodes and
public keys of the IoT. At the same time, third-party services
are not required to participate in the key establishment
process. Key information will not be leaked during the key
transfer process to ensure the security of the key transfer.
+e final result analysis shows that this scheme has obvious
advantages in security, storage requirements, connectivity,
and energy consumption and is more suitable for low-
configuration wireless IoT networks. +e next step is to
further research and realize its key management application
in decentralized [27] (such as blockchain) IoT application
scenarios.
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